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Let Ln be the length of a longest increasing subsequence in a random permuta-
tion of [1, ..., n]. It is known that the expected value of Ln is asymptotically equal
to 2 - n as n gets large. This note derives upper bound on the probability that
Ln&2 - n exceeds certain quantities. In particular, we prove that Ln&2 - n is at
most order n16 with high probability. Our main result is an isoperimetric upper
bound of the probability that Ln&2 - n exceed %n16, which suggests that the
variance V[Ln] might be n13. We also find an explicit lower bound of the function
;(c) := &limn  (1- n) log Pr(Ln&2 - n>c - n), c>0, defined by D. Aldous
and P. Diaconis.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider the length Ln of the longest increasing subsequence in a
random permutation of [1, 2, ..., n]. The expected value of Ln is known to
be bounded as
(2&o(1)) - nE[Ln]2 - n, (1.1)
where o(1)  0 as n  , so that E[Ln]2 - n  1. The lower bound in
(1.1) was first proved by Logan and Shepp [9]. Later Vershick and Kerov
[8] derived the upper bound as well as a polynomial form (n&16) in n for
o(1). Pilpel [10] (see also Aldous and Diaconis [1]) found a com-
binatorial proof of the upper bound.
Our main interest is the variance V[Ln]. We know that
c1n18V[Ln]c2 n12. (1.2)
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The upper bound in (1.2) is due to Talagrand [12] (for previous related
works, see Bolloba s and Brightwell [2] and Frieze [7]). The lower bound
was obtained independently by Bolloba s and Janson [3], and Pemantle
(unpublished).
Define, for c>0,
;(c) := & lim
n  
1
- n
log Pr(Ln&2 - n>c - n). (1.3)
Aldous and Diaconis [1] essentially1 proved that ;(c) is well defined and
positive. (See also [6] for further discussion.) Regarding the opposite
direction of the probability in (1.3), Deuschel and Zeitouni [5] proved that
there is #(c)>0 satisfying
&lim sup
n  
1
n
log Pr(Ln&2 - n< &c - n)#(c). (1.4)
We prove the following theorem in an attempt to better understand the
behavior of upper bounds for V[Ln].
Theorem. If 0<%n1320, then
Pr(Ln&2 - n%n16)exp \&4%
32
3
+,(%)+ , (1.5)
where
,(%) :=\ %27n13+
5 log n
%12n13+ %32.
Moreover,
;(c)2(2+c) cosh&1(1+c2)&4(c+c24)12, for c>0. (1.6)
We believe that the upper bound in (1.5) is quite tight. Also, for
Pr(Ln&2 - n &%n16), an isoperimetric inequality similar to (or stronger
than) (1.5) seems to be true (cf. (1.4)). In this sense, we may at least conjec-
ture the following.
Conjecture. For some constants c, c$>0,
cn13V[Ln]c$n13.
A stronger conjecture could be true, namely that the limit
lim
n  
V[Ln]
n13
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exists and is finite. It is also reasonable to expect that the lower bound in
(1.6) is (at least close to) the actual value of ;(c).
Our terminology follows Schensted [11] throughout the note. We
approach the proof of the theorem through a probabilistic equivalent to
random permutations for points in the unit square as in [4, 2, 12].
2. PROOF OF THEOREM
Let (x1 , y1), ..., (xn , yn) be n random points chosen independently from
the uniform distribution on the unit square [0, 1]2. A subsequence
(xi1 , yi1), ..., (xik , yik) of the n points is increasing if
xi1<xi2< } } } xik , yi1< yi2< } } } < yik .
Denote by Ln* the cardinality of a longest increasing subsequence. Then it
is easily seen that the distribution of Ln* is the same as the distribution of
Ln . In what follows, Ln actually means Ln*. Because equality of finite ran-
dom points in [0, 1]2 occurs with probability 0, we assume that all xj and
yj are distinct.
Let ? denote the permutation of [1, ..., n] for which
x?(1)<x?(2)< } } } <x?(n) .
For each k # [1, 2, ..., n], let 4k with L(4k) columns denote the shape of
the standard Young tableau generated by y?(1) , y?(2) , ..., y?(k) . Then it is
well known (see [11]) that
Ln=L(4n), Lk=D L(4k) for k=1, 2, ..., n&1, (2.7)
where X=D Y means that random variables X and Y have the same dis-
tribution. For a fixed shape *k of order k, we know that
Pr(4k=*k)=
h2(*k)
k !
, (2.8)
where h(*k) is the number of Young tableaux having shape *k . The func-
tion h(*k) is known as the hook function. See, e.g., [11] for how to com-
pute this function. In particular,
:
*k
h2(*k)
k !
=1. (2.9)
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Figure 1
Let *k&1 be a shape of order k&1. Then **k&1 denotes the shape of
order k generated from *k&1 by adding an extra box at the first row of an
extra column (see Fig. 1). It is not hard to see that (e.g., [10])
Pr(4k=**k&1 ; 4k&1=*k&1)
=
1
k ! \
number of P-symbols
having shape **k&1 +
_\number of Q-symbols having shape **k&1with k in the highest rightmost box +
=
h(*k&1) h(**k&1)
k !
.
(For the definitions of P-symbols and Q-symbols, see [11], as well as
[10].)
Moreover,
Xk :=L(4k)&L(4k&1)=1 if and only if 4k=4*k&1
implies that
Pr(Xk=1; 4k&1=*k&1)=
h(*k&1) h(**k&1)
k !
. (2.10)
Remark. The CauchySchwarz inequality along with (2.10) and (2.9)
easily implies that
E[Ln]= :
n
k=1
E[Xk]= :
n
k=1
:
*k&1
Pr(Xk=1; 4k&1=*k&1)
= :
n
k=1
:
*k&1
h(*k&1) h(**k&1)
k !
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 :
n
k=1 \ :*k&1
h2(*k&1)
k ! +
12
\ :*k&1
h2(**k&1)
k ! +
12
 :
n
k=1
1
k12
} 12 - n
(cf. [10; 1]).
We will use the following lemma in the proof of the theorem.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose m # [0, 1, ..., n] and :0 satisfy
2 sinh(:2)
- m+1
<1. (2.11)
Then
E[e:Ln]E[e:Lm] `
n
k=m+1 \1&
2 sinh(:2)
- k +
&1
exp \:m& :
n
k=m+1
log \1&2 sinh(:2)- k ++ .
Proof. It is enough to show
E[e:Ln]\1&2 sinh(:2)- n +
&1
E[e:Ln&1]. (2.12)
Note that (2.7) gives
E[e:Ln]=E[e:L(4n)]=E[E[e:L(4n) | 4n&1]]=E[e:L(4n&1)E[e:Xn | 4n&1]].
Since
E[e:Xn | 4n&1]=1+(e:&1) Pr(Xn=1 | 4n&1),
this yields
E[e:Ln]=E[e:L(4n&1)]+(e:&1) E[e:L(4n&1) Pr(Xn=1 | 4n&1)]. (2.13)
Also, the CauchySchwarz inequality implies that
E[e:L(4n&1) Pr(Xn=1 | 4n&1)]
E[e:L(4n&1)]12 E[e:L(4n&1) Pr2(Xn=1 | 4n&1)]12. (2.14)
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Furthermore, (2.8) and (2.10) give
Pr2(Xn=1 | 4n&1=*n&1) Pr(4n&1=*n&1)
=Pr2(Xn=1; 4n&1=*n&1) Pr&1(4n&1=*n&1)
=
h2(*n&1) h2(**k&1)
(n !)2
}
(n&1)!
h2(*n&1)
=
h2(**n&1)
n } n !
and, therefore,
E[:L(4n&1) Pr2(Xn=1 | 4n&1)]
= :
*n&1
e:L(*n&1) Pr2(Xn=1 | 4n&1=*n&1) Pr(4n&1=*n&1)
=
1
n
:
*n&1
h2(**n&1)
n!
e:L(*n&1)
=
1
n
:
*n&1
h2(**n&1)
n!
e:L(**n&1)&:

e&:
n
E[e:L(4n)]=
e&:
n
E[e:Ln]. (2.15)
It follows that (2.7), (2.13), (2.14), and (2.15) yield
E[e:Ln]E[e:Ln&1]+
2 sinh(:2)
- n
E[e:Ln&1]12 E[e:Ln]12
E[e:Ln&1]+
2 sinh(:2)
- n
E[e:Ln],
so (2.12) holds. K
Proof of Theorem. Lemma 2.1 implies that
Pr(Ln&2 - n%n16)
E[exp(:Ln&:(2 - n+%n16))]
exp \&:(2 - n+%n16)+:m& :
n
k=m+1
log \1&2 sinh(:2)- k ++ (2.16)
for all :>0 and m # [0, 1, ..., n] that satisfy (2.11).
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For (1.5), let
m=0, ===% :=%n&13 120; : :=2%
12n&16=2=12 12 . (2.17)
Because
sinh(x)x+
x3
3!
+
x5
5! \1+x2+
x4
2!
+ } } }+
x+\1+x
2ex2
20 +
x3
3!
for x>0,
we have
2 sinh(:2):+(1+=18) :324.
Since :+(1+=18) :32411=125 12 and
log(1&x)&x&x2 for 0x 12 , (2.18)
it follows that
& :
n
k=1
log \1&2 sinh(:2)- k + :
n
k=1
:+(1+=18) :324
- k
+\115 +
2
:
n
k=1
=
k
2 - n (:+(1+=18) :324)+5= log n.
Therefore, (2.16) and (2.17) give
Pr(Ln&2 - n%n16)exp(&:%n16+(1+=18) :3 - n12+5= log n)
=exp(&2%32+(2+=9) %323+5= log n)
=exp \&4%
32
3
+,(%)+ .
To prove (1.6), let
m :=n14, % :=cn13, : :=2 cosh&1(1+c2). (2.19)
Then (2.18) gives
& :
n
k=m+1
log \1&2 sinh(:2)- k + :
n
k=m+1
2 sinh(:2)
- k
+ :
n
k=m+1
4 sinh2(:2)
k
4 - n sinh(:2)+4 sinh2(:2) log n.
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Because cosh2(:2)&sinh2(:2)=1, (2.16) and (2.19) give
1
- n
log Pr(Ln&2 - nc - n)
&(2+c):+n&14:+4 sinh(:2)+4n&12 log n sinh2(:2)
=&2(2+c) cosh&1(1+c2)+4(c+c24)12+o(1). K
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